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Available online 15 December 2015The path to the discovery of the actoclampins began with efforts to deﬁne proﬁlin's role in actin-based pathogen
and endosome rocketing. That research identiﬁed a set of FPPPP-containing cargo proteins and FPPPP-binding
proteins that are consistently stationed within the polymerization zone during episodes of active motility. The
very same biophysical clues that forced us to abandon Brownian Ratchet models guided us to the Actoclampin
Hypothesis, which asserts that every propulsive ﬁlament possesses a (+)-end-tracking motor that generates
the forces cells need to crawl. Each actoclampin motor is a multi-arm oligomeric complex, employing one arm
to recruit/deliver Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP to a growth-site located at the (+)-end of the lagging subﬁlament, while a
second arm maintains an afﬁnity-modulated binding interaction with the extreme (+)-end of the other
subﬁlament. The alternating actions of these arms deﬁne a true molecular motor, the processivity of which
explains why propelling ﬁlaments maintain full possession of their cargo. The Actoclampin Hypothesis also
suggests how the energetics of tracker interactions with the (+)-end determines whether a given actoclampin
is a passive (low force-producing) or active (high force-producing) motor, the latter requiring the Gibbs free en-
ergy of ATP hydrolysis. Another aim of this review is to acknowledge an earlier notionalmodel that emerged from
efforts to comprehend proﬁlin's pivotal role(s) in actin-based cell motility.
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42 D.L. Purich / Biophysical Chemistry 209 (2016) 41–55The cytoskeleton is responsible for two types of propulsion. Best
known are the ATP-dependent molecular motor proteins (e.g., myosin,
dynein and kinesin) that advance their bound cargo by crawling along
microﬁlaments or microtubules. Before our discovery of a second and
fundamentally different type of cytoskeletal motor [1], actin-based
motility was thought to be powered by Brownian Ratchets [2–5], the
latter consisting of ensembles of free-ended ﬁlaments that generate
modest forces when their (+)-ends make excursions far enough from
the motile surface to create sufﬁcient space for monomer addition. As
the load (i.e., the force resisting forward motion) increases, ever fewer
of the (+)-ends would have gaps large enough for monomer intercala-
tion, and Brownian Ratchets necessarily stall. In 2002, we explained
how the biophysical properties of Listeriamotility demanded the action
of a novel type of molecular motor that generates forces by means of
(+)-end tracker-mediated actin ﬁlament elongation [1]. We correctly
predicted how actoclampin (AC) motors would consist of an actin ﬁla-
ment (+)-end that is attached noncovalently to an afﬁnity-modulated
tracking protein, or clampin [1,6,7]. The latter are structurally articulate
proteins (e.g., VASP, N-WASP, and formins) possessing at least two arms
that alternate in their motor actions: at any instant, one clampin arm is
bound to the extreme-most (+)-end of one subﬁlament strand of the
actin ﬁlament double helix, while a second arm is free to capture and de-
liver Proﬁlin•Actin to the growth site situated on the (+)-end of a lagging
subﬁlament. Low-Force (Passive) ACMotors require no additional energy
to facilitate release of its modestly bound clampin during elongation,
whereasHigh-Force (Active) ACMotors engage on-ﬁlamentATPhydroly-
sis to weaken the attached arm's grasp, thereby promoting its transloca-
tion and creating a new growth site for the nextmonomer-addition cycle.
Evidence for actoclampinmolecularmotors is convincing. Especially
telling were experiments using P × A, a cleverly cross-linked form of
Proﬁlin-Actin that cannot release proﬁlin during/after each round of
motor-assisted actin monomer addition to a ﬁlament (+)-end [8–10].
When injected into Listeria-infected cells, P × A potently inhibited
Listeria motility [8]. P × A also efﬁciently inhibited outgrowth of lamel-
lae and microspikes, and there was a drastic reduction of actin staining
in the zone behind the advancing edge of Listeria-infected cells [8] and
uninfected cells [9]. Such results demonstrated that P × A jams end-
tracking motors, halting actin-based motility. In agreement with the
Proﬁlin•Actin complex being the principal source of actin for ﬁlament
formation, Li et al. [10] observed extensive co-distribution of P × A
with vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein (VASP) and the p34 sub-
unit of the Arp2/3 complex by using a unique set of afﬁnity-puriﬁed
anti-proﬁlin and anti-actin antibodies against P × A. Signiﬁcantly, pro-
truding lamellipodia and ﬁlopodia also showed intensive labeling with
the P × A antibody, again reﬂecting the distribution of Proﬁlin•Actin
complex rather than the two proteins separately. Zeile et al. [11]
showed that motile Listeria form right-handed helical rocket tails in
cell-free extracts. Torque is not a predicted property of any Brownian
Ratchet model, because ﬁlament (+)-ends depart/detach from themo-
tile object during/after monomer-addition. However, this stereochemi-
cal feature is fully consistent with right-handed torque generated as AC
end-tracking motors processively trace the right-handed helix of their
ﬁlament partners. Breitsprecher et al. [12,13] showed that VASPdelivers
monomeric actin to growing (+)-ends, with kinetics that are fully
compatible with the Actoclampin Hypothesis. Hansen and Mullins
[14] also visualized VASP tetramers interacting with static and growing
actin ﬁlaments in vitro, verifying that growing ﬁlaments exhibit
episodes of processive (+)-end tracking, such that VASP tetramers
deliver multiple actin monomers per (+)-end binding event. The
association of VASP at (+)-ends antagonizes ﬁlament capping. Finally,
because no single ﬁlament can operate as a Brownian Ratchet, the latter
was decisively excluded as an explanation for actin motility in single-
molecule experiments demonstrating that Diaphanous-related formin
(mDia) remains continuously associated with an elongating (+)-end,
showing a rotational periodicity that matches that of the F-actin's
long-pitch helix [15,16].A curious fact is that ﬁlament (+)-end elongation motors were
actually discovered twice, ﬁrst by Lindberg et al. [17], who offered a
much-overlooked notionalmodel, based almost entirely on electronmi-
croscopy, and second by Dickinson and Purich [1], who decoded certain
biophysical clues and drew on other ideas rooted in the author's prior
research. Remarkably, both groups began by seeking to comprehend
proﬁlin's many roles in motility, but ultimately discovered how cells
generate the forces needed to propel intracellular cargo and to crawl.
Those efforts as well as the biochemical and biophysical basis for
actoclampin (+)-end ﬁlament-tracking motors are described here.
1. Actin-based Listeria, Shigella and Vaccinia locomotion
In the 1970s, when the biochemical pursuit of cellular motility
mechanisms took hold, there was great excitement about deﬁning the
assembly and disassembly mechanisms of actin ﬁlaments and microtu-
bules. Many of us enthusiastically embraced the task of purifying new
cytoskeletal components, identifying and characterizing their interac-
tions, and obtaining the associated rate and equilibrium constants. By
the mid-1980s, however, it was widely acknowledged that in vitro
experimentation was unlikely to inform researchers about the intracel-
lular biochemistry and biophysics of these processes. There was no
certain way to assess whether a protein–protein or a protein–ligand
interaction discovered in vitro had any relevance to how cells promoted
and/or controlled cytoskeletal assembly/disassembly. For actin
researchers, a breakthrough came in 1989, when the implications of a
much earlier report [18] on Listeria rocket-tails became clear. Tilney
and Portnoy [19] reported that this intracellular pathogen gains cell
entry by phagocytosis, followed by dissolution of the phagolysosomal
membrane, encapsulation by cytoplasmic actin, and eventual propul-
sion. Listeria rocketing (shown in Fig. 1) became nothing short of a
real-time “motility meter”! For the ﬁrst time, time-lapse video micros-
copy allowed investigators to see sites of actin motility within living
cells and to quantify rates of actin polymerization at those sites. A
subsequent report showed that actin monomers add to (+)-ends of
actin ﬁlaments positioned just behind themicrobe's rearward pole [20].
While attending the Gordon Research Conference on Cell Motility in
1992, the author learned that that Listeria motility absolutely requires
ActA, a bacterial surface protein that contains four FPPPP sequences
[21–23]. At that time, proﬁlin was the only cytoskeletal protein known
to have afﬁnity for oligoproline sequences [24,25], and it seemed that
ActAmight serve as an adapter that recruits Proﬁlin·Actin to sites of ac-
tive ﬁlament growth. Proﬁlin's ability to catalyze nucleotide exchange
(Reaction: ADP•Actin + ATP ⇌ ATP•Actin + ADP) was a hot topic at
that time, and it was likewise known that ﬁlament self-assembly was
faster andmore extensive from Actin·ATP than Actin•ADP. The author's
research group had previously shown that the multiple repeats within
Microtubule-Associated Protein-2 were essential for binding to micro-
tubules [26], a property demonstrated by use of oligopeptides to dis-
place MAP2 from assembled MTs [27]. On the assumption that Listeria
ActA's interactions with proﬁlin might be similarly disrupted by a suit-
able FPPPP-containing peptide, it seemed that the must-do experiment
would be to microinject a synthetic peptide corresponding to one of
ActA's FPPPP sequences into Listeria-infected cells to see if, and to
what extent, the pathogen's intracellular motility is inhibited.
In discussions with Professor Fred Southwick (then a recently hired
faculty member in the University of Florida Department of Medicine), it
became clear that, in anticipating a need for antibodies against ActA, he
had determinedActA's secondoligoproline repeat (FEFPPPPTDE) scored
high in a computer program identifying likely antigens. In fact, he had
already ordered its chemical synthesis. With the author's acquisition
of an Eppendorf cell microinjection apparatus, it was possible for us to
demonstrate that FEFPPPPTDE (0.08–0.8 μM, intracellular) rapidly and
reproducibly blocked Listeria motility within infected PtK2 cells [28].
Their rocket-tails underwent complete disassembly, and, over the very
same timescale and concentration range, the peptide likewise brought
Fig. 1. Listeria undergoing actin-based motility within an infected cell. Upper Panel –
Phase-contrast microscopy image of actin-rich tails propelling the pathogen, showing
that actin-rich rocket-tails have a high refractive index, suggesting that it is densely
packed with protein. (Bar = 10 μm) Under typical conditions, there are 80–100 actin ﬁla-
ments in these structures. Lower Panel – Fluorescent rocket-tails labeledwith rhodamine-
conjugated phallacidin, a toxin that binds extremely tightly to actin ﬁlaments. Arrows be-
tween actin tail and bacterium indicate the polymerization zone, where actin monomers
are rapidly incorporated into ﬁlament (+)-ends. Listeriamotility, for example, has rates
of 0.03–0.4 μm/s, corresponding to ~10 to 150 monomers/s. Similar actin-based rocketing
has been observed with Shigella, Vaccinia, endosomes, and phagosomes. Note also the
bright, but diffuse, ﬂuorescence at the cytoplasmic face of the peripheral membrane
(lower left). Unlike the bacterial rocket-tails, the host cell cytoskeletal network offered
no obvious landmarks to permit unambiguous analysis of ﬁlament assembly/disassembly
dynamics using then-available microscopy methods.
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the shattered remnants of lamellipodia, ﬁlopodia, and focal contacts.
Fluorescent staining with bodipyphallacidin revealed that FEFPPPPTDE
microinjection had caused massive actin ﬁlament disassembly as well
as retraction of the peripheral cytoskeleton [28]. Microinjection of sim-
ilar low-μM intracellular levels of poly(L-proline) failed to block intra-
cellular Listeria motility or rocket-tail assembly, suggesting that the
ActA peptide was considerably more potent.
While these experiments offered hope of discerning telltale features
of intracellular actin-based motility, we had no idea how displacement
of sub-μM level proﬁlin from the bacterial surface would so profoundly
inhibit actin-based motility. After a helpful discussion with Ed Korn, we
considered two scenarios: ﬁrst, the curious possibility that there was a
small pool of a polymerization-active proﬁlin that was sensitive to dis-
placement by our peptide inhibitor and a second, much larger proﬁlin
pool with no role in actin-based pathogen propulsion; or second, that
there was yet another adapter protein that attracts proﬁlin to the poly-
merization zone (i.e., the space/interface between the bacterium and its
propelling rocket-tail). That the latter was the explanation was demon-
strated by the discovery that ActA binds VASP (vasodilator-stimulated
phosphoprotein), which in turn deploys its multiple GPPPPP sequences
to bind proﬁlin [29,30].Fluorescence enhancement titrations soon demonstrated that the
octadecapeptide (GPPPPP)3, corresponding to VASP's GPPPPP triplet,
binds to proﬁlin [31]. Moreover, microinjection of (GPPPPP)3 (10 μM,
intracellular) promptly arrested Listeriamotility in infected PtK2 cells,
and, as would be expected, inhibition was not observed when 10 μM
proﬁlin and 10 μM (GPPPPP)3 were co-injected [31]. Because the site-
directed [His-133-Ser]-mutant is defective in binding poly(L-proline)
[32] and (GPPPPP)3 [31], we found that [His-133-Ser]-proﬁlin
could not neutralize (GPPPPP)3's motility-inhibiting effects, when co-
injected at equimolar concentrations. Such ﬁndings allowed us to infer
that focal binding of VASP serves to concentrate Proﬁlin and/or
Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP at the bacteria/rocket-tail interface and that disrup-
tion of these binding interactions arrests Listeriamotility.
After the author presented “Listeria monocytogenes: intracellular
mechanisms of disease” at the 17th Symposium on Infectious Diseases
and Immunity in Zürich, onemeeting organizer, Larry Freedman, kindly
endorsed the publication of our presentation in the New England Jour-
nal of Medicine's prestigious “Mechanism of Disease” series. In detailing
how Listeria's intracellular lifestyle – particularly its ability to hijack the
motile apparatus – abetted disease, we included a primitive sketch of
the polymerization zone, suggesting how ActA, VASP and proﬁlin
might conspire to achieve the timely supply of Actin•ATP monomers
to rapidly elongating ﬁlaments [33].
To test the generality of ActA's FPPPP sequences in promoting actin-
based pathogenmotility, we next examined the intracellularmotility of
Shigella ﬂexneri, a Gram-negative rod lacking ActA [34]. Shigella instead
uses its own surface protein IcsA to induce its intracellular motility.
Because IcsA protein lacks FPPPP sequences, we reasoned that
IcsAmight recruit an FPPPP-containing host cell protein. Indeed, micro-
injection experiments showed that sub-μM concentrations of the
FEFPPPPTDE peptide completely arrested Shigella rocket-tail assembly
aswell as intracellularmotility [34]. At 10–30 μM, VASP's (GPPPPP)3 se-
quence also inhibited Shigella locomotion. Toprobe Shigellamotility fur-
ther, we raised an antibody against the Listeria ActA FEFPPPPTDE
sequence and showed that this antibody (a) localizes at the trailing
end ofmotile intracellular Shigella, (b) inhibits intracellular locomotion,
upon microinjection of Shigella-infected cells, and (c) cross-reacts with
90-kD human vinculin head, a proteolytically derived fragment that
contains the Vinc-1 oligoproline sequence (PDFPPPPPDL) [35]. The
same antibody reacts only weakly with full-length vinculin, a ﬁnding
that was consistent with the observation that the Vinc-1 sequence is
masked in full-length vinculin, but is unmasked by proteolysis [36,37].
We showed by immunolocalization staining that a monoclonal anti-
body against the vinculin head region is stationed on the rearward
pole of motile bacteria, giving the same staining pattern observed
with our anti-ActA antibody.
We also reasoned that vinculin proteolysis would free its PDFPPPPPDL
sequence to bind and concentrate VASP. Pursuing this idea, we succeeded
in showing (a) that microinjection of sub-μM synthetic Vinc-1 peptide
(PDFPPPPPDL) also arrests intracellular Shigellamotility, (b) that Shigella
infection induces vinculin proteolysis in PtK2 cells (revealed in Western
blots), generating the already known p90 head fragment over precisely
the same 1–3 h period, when intracellular bacteria move within the
host cell cytoplasm, and (c) that microinjection of vinculin p90, but not
full-length vinculin, accelerates Shigella motility in infected PtK2 cells
[37]. These ﬁndings suggested that vinculin p90 is most likely a rate-
limiting component in actin-based Shigella motility, and we were able
to demonstrate that supplementing cells with p90 by microinjection
stimulates rocket tail growth. Earlier studies had demonstrated that vin-
culin p90 binds to IcsA [38] and VASP [39]. Our ﬁndings suggested that
Shigella infection provides/induces a protease that unmasks vinculin's
ActA-like oligoproline sequence (PDFPPPPPD), which initiates actin-
based motility with the help of VASP and proﬁlin. These conclusions,
however, were challenged by Goldberg [40], who detected actin-based
Shigellamotility in mouse embryonal carcinoma 5.51 cells, a genetically
modiﬁed cell line that reputedly lacked vinculin. Working directly with
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well as its mRNA transcript) in amounts sufﬁcient for locomotion [41].
Moreover, Shigella motility was found to be about twofold slower in
γ229 cells, a closely related cell line with half the vinculin content. Such
ﬁndings raised the possibility that vinculin can become a rate-limiting
factor. It's worth noting that immunoﬂuorescence microscopy with the
Vin 11-5 monoclonal antibody (raised against the vinculin head domain)
also showed intense staining of Shigella actin-rich rocket tails in both
γ229 and 5.51 cells [41]. These observations put to rest Goldberg's claim
[40].
Experiments on Listeria and Shigella indicated that actin-based
motility involves a cascade of binding interactions that self-assemble
into functional locomotory units. Listeria ActA surface protein contains a
series of nearly identical EFPPPPTDE-type oligoproline sequences for
Ena/VASP proteins, oligomeric proteins with numerous GPPPPP docking
sites for proﬁlin [42]. Comparative sequence analysis of known actin
regulatory proteins led to our identiﬁcation of two distinct Actin-Based
Motility sequences: ABM-1 Consensus Sequences = (D/E)FPPPPX(D/E),
where X can be T or P; and ABM-2 Consensus Sequences = XPPPPP,
where X can be G, A, L, P, and S. Use of a combinatorial ABM-1 peptide
library demonstrated that high-potency inhibition requires a precise
sequence, not the same amino acid composition [43]. Moreover,
the calculated concentrations of speciﬁc sequences within this library in-
dicate that the entire (D/E)FPPPPX(D/E) motif is required to achieve
high-afﬁnity inhibition in living cells. Failure of the well-known proline-
rich SH3 binding antagonists, VSL-12 (VSLARRPLPLP) or APP-12
(APPLPPRNRPRL), to inhibit Listeriamotility also indicated that SH3 inter-
actions are unlikely to play any direct role in actin-based motility.
Vaccinia also uses actin motility within host cells, producing Listeria-
like rocket-tails. As revealed in immunolocalization experiments with
anti-VASP antibody, VASP concentrates behind the motile virions with-
in HeLa cells [44]. Proﬁlin was also present in these actin-rich rocket
tails, and microinjection of (GPPPPP)3 (10 μM, intracellular) blocked
Vaccinia actin-based motility. Vinculin did not colocalize with VASP on
motile virions, but remained in focal adhesion contacts; however,
zyxin, another ABM-1-containing host protein, was highly concentrated
at the rear of motile virions. We found that VASP and zyxin were
redistributed dramatically several hours prior to rocket tail formation,
both concentrating within the viral factories present in the peri-
nuclear cytoplasm [44].
2. Actin-based motility within uninfected cells
Given VASP's involvement in Listeria, Shigella, and Vacciniamotility,
one might ask what was known in 2001 about VASP's location and
dynamics in uninfected cells. Although motile endocytic vesicles were
known to form actin-rich rocket tails [45], the mechanism of intracellu-
lar organelle locomotionwas poorly understood.We demonstrated ves-
icle rocketing in bonemarrowmacrophages treatedwith La3+and Zn2+
ions, well-known Ca2+ secretagogue antagonists [46]. This treatment
also resulted in accentuated membrane rufﬂing, attended by formation
of phagosomes and early endosomes that moved rapidly through the
cytoplasm by assembling actin ﬁlament rocket-tails. Protein-speciﬁc
immunolocalization demonstrated the presence of Arp2/3 complex in
the polymerization zone and throughout the actin-rich tail, whereas
N-WASP was abundant in the polymerization zone. Efﬁcient elongation
was found to require zyxin, VASP, and proﬁlin, proteins that interact by
means of their ABM-1 and ABM-2 proline-rich motifs. The functional
signiﬁcance of these motifs was demonstrated by inhibition of vesicle
motility by the motif-speciﬁc ABM-1 and ABM-2 peptide analogs,
FEFPPPPTDE and (GPPPPP)3 [46]. Furthermore, lanthanum/zinc treat-
ment also facilitated the early onset of actin-based Vaccinia motility, a
process that also utilizes Arp2/3 and N-WASP for nucleation and the
Zyxin•VASP•Proﬁlin complex for efﬁcient elongation. Video microscopy
permitted us to follow the fate of latex bead-containing phagosomes
within the cytoplasm of bone marrow macrophages, our group madethe novel observation that phagosomes undergo actin-based rocketing
[47]. Immunoﬂuorescence microscopy conﬁrmed that phagosomes
containing IgG-opsonized, bovine serum albumin-coated (BSA-coated
beads) or even uncoated latex beads, all formed actin-rich rocket-tails
that persisted only during a brief, 1–2 min period of active actin-based
motility. Average speeds of actin-based phagosome motility were
0.13 μm/s for IgG-coated beads, 0.14 μm/s for BSA-coated beads, and
0.11 μm/s for uncoated beads. The speeds and motile-phase duration
of motility were comparable to the behavior of pinosomes [45]. More-
over, except for containing opsonized latex beads, the shape and motile
properties of rocketing phagosomes are otherwise indistinguishable
from rocketing endosomes, suggesting that functionally similar proteins
are recruited to the polymerization zone.
By using GFP-VASP fusion protein in real-time video microscopy,
Rottner et al. [48] demonstrated that VASP becomes concentrated at
the leading edge of lamellipodia and ﬁlopodia, both immediately before
and during episodes of active membrane protrusion. Moreover, GFP-
VASP quickly retires from its near-membrane location, whenever
those regions become quiescent or start to retract. Moreover, although
zyxin binds VASP, Rottner et al. [49] found that neither microinjected
ﬂuorescent anti-zyxin antibodies nor ectopically expressed GFP-zyxin
are recruited to the tips of lamellipodia andﬁlopodia in live cells, where-
as both probes are localized to both focal adhesions and stress ﬁbers.
While both zyxin and vinculin are incorporated simultaneously into
newly formed focal adhesions, zyxin delocalization precedes that of
vinculin during spontaneous or induced focal adhesion disassembly.
Such behavior suggested that zyxin had no role in recruiting Ena/VASP
proteins to the tips of lamellipodia and ﬁlopodia.
3. Proﬁlin's role in actin ﬁlament assembly
Given that actin-based motility relies on mechanisms for concen-
trating proﬁlin in the polymerization zone, it is relevant to consider
what proﬁlin can and cannot do. As to the former, proﬁlin binds with
μM-afﬁnity to actin monomers, interacting with Subdomains 1 and 3,
corresponding to the (+)-end face of an actin ﬁlament [50]. This
structural feature explains why Proﬁlin•Actin can add to and elongate
ﬁlament (+)-ends. Second, proﬁlin binds poly(L-proline), interacting
with an aromatic patch formed by six highly conserved hydrophobic
amino acid residues on its surface [32]. It actually binds proline-rich li-
gands in two distinct amide backbone orientations, a property that
may factor into the assembly and activity of macromolecular complexes
involved in signaling and regulation of the actin cytoskeleton [51].
Third, proﬁlin increases the rate of exchange of actin-bound ATP with
solution-phase ATP [52] and likewise promotes ADP-ATP exchange,
greatly favoring accumulation of Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP at physiologic ATP
and ADP concentrations [53]. Fourth, recent work suggests that
Proﬁlin-1 serves as a gatekeeper for actin assembly by Arp2/3-
dependent and Arp2/3-independent pathways [54]. Indeed, overpro-
duction of proﬁlin favors assembly of unbranched ﬁlament arrays in
bothwild type and Arp2/3-deﬁcient cells. In a reconstituted in vitro sys-
tem, exogenous proﬁlin inhibits actin nucleation by Arp2/3 complex
and N-WASP's VCA domain. As for what proﬁlin cannot do, it's impor-
tant to emphasize that, by binding to the (+)-end face of actin mono-
mers, Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP cannot bind to ﬁlament (−)-ends. It therefore
cannot retard ADF/coﬁlin-mediated (−)-end monomer release or the
turnover of “old” ﬁlaments. Proﬁlin also cannot cap ﬁlament free (+)-
ends within cells, because the processivity of (+)-end-tracking motors
prevents any chance of (+)-end capping. Finally, there was an extraor-
dinary claim that proﬁlin promotes nonequilibrium ﬁlament assembly
by accelerating the hydrolysis of ﬁlament-bound ATP, a property that
was said to be more pronounced in the presence of Thymosin-β4 [55].
Using right-angle light scattering to directly measure polymer weight
concentration and Spectrin-4.1•Actin seeds to permit only (+)-end
elongation, we examined proﬁlin-mediated ﬁlament assembly in the
absence and presence of Thymosin-β4 [56]. We used KINSIM-based
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equilibrium constants [56]. Without Tβ4, both Actin•ATP and
Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP are equally competent in (+)-end polymerization,
with kon ~10 × 106M−1 s−1.Whenmeasured in the absence of proﬁlin,
actin assembly curves (over a 0.7–4 μM Tβ4 concentration range) ﬁt a
simple monomer-sequestering model (Kd = 1 μM) for Tβ4•Actin [56].
The corresponding constant for Tβ4•pyrenyl-Actin, however, was signif-
icantly higher (Kd = ~9–10 μM), suggesting that actin pyrenylation
markedly weakens Tβ4 binding, and selective enrichment of pyrenyl-
Actin in the presence of Tβ4 most likely caused erroneous ﬂuorescence
readings in the earlier study [55]. Notably, assembly in presence of Tβ4
and proﬁlin ﬁts a simple thermodynamic energy cycle, without any
hint of the nonequilibrium effects [5]. Our conclusions and earlier
work carried out in the absence of Tβ4 [57] indicate that Proﬁlin•Actin
is directly incorporated at the (+)-endof actively polymerizing actin ﬁl-
aments, without selective facilitation of ﬁlament formation by proﬁlin.
4. Brownian Ratchet models for actin-based motility
For many years, Brownian Ratchet-type mechanisms, consisting of
ensembles of free-ended ﬁlaments, dominated the way researchers
viewed actin-based motility (See Fig. 2). Although the idea began with
Hill [2], it was Peskin et al. [3] who formulated a BR theory explaining
howanelongating actinﬁlament could exert an axial force, ifmonomers
add to its growing end in a way that allows the ﬁlament to rectify the
otherwise freely diffusive motions of an object. Mogilner & Oster [4]
later proposed the Elastic Brownian Ratchet (EBR)Model to the account
for the elasticity of actinﬁlaments aswell as to relax the requirement for
colinear structure of growing ﬁlament ends. They obtained an expres-
sion for the effective polymerization velocity of an elongating ﬁlament
as a function of the load it is working against aswell as its anglewith re-
spect to the load. To generate a pushing force, thermally controlled ex-
cursions of the (+)-end away from the surface are needed to create a
sufﬁcient space (~2.7 nM) for a ﬁlament to elongate against a load [2].
The Elastic Brownian Ratchet Model [4] shows how force might be
generated by free ﬁlament ends, with the unattached ﬁlament
(+)-ends ﬂuctuating away from a surface far enough to incorporateFig. 2. Free-ended ﬁlament operating as a Hill-type thermal ratchet. Red-colored chevrons
indicate Actin•ATP, and the gray-colored chevron indicates themonomer intercalation (or
growth) site. For insertion of a subunit, the ﬁlament's (+)-end must leave the motile
surface (dark gray) by a distance that is sufﬁcient for monomer intercalation (or growth),
as indicated by the light gray chevron. See text for other details. For Brownian Ratchets
relying on the elongation of free-ended ﬁlaments, the actin monomer concentration is
constrained by the (−)-end critical concentration (b0.6 μM), and, without another source
of Gibbs energy, this constraint limits the maximum force that could be generated by
Brownian ratchetmechanism in vivo to b2.7 pN, a value which is lower thanmany exper-
imental estimates [6]. (For comparison, an actoclampindrivenbyATPhydrolysis, has up to
14 kT additional energy available permonomer, potentially yielding up to 21 pN addition-
al force per ﬁlament.)new Actin•ATP monomers and thereby incrementally increase
their ﬂexural force on the motile surface. The actin monomer concen-
tration [Actin•ATP] ultimately determines the driving force, such
that ΔG(+)add = −kBTln([Actin•ATP]/[Actin•ATP](+)-crit), where kB
is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and
[Actin•ATP](+)-crit is ∼0.1 μM. Thus, when monomer addition to
(+)-ends is the sole energy source for force generation, the thermody-
namic maximum on the force that can be generated in the direction of
elongation is ∼1–2 pN for actin ﬁlaments.
In retrospect, BR models probably appealed most to the very re-
searchers who had worked so assiduously to establish a vast literature
on the assembly/disassembly of free-ended ﬁlaments and the interac-
tions of free-ended ﬁlaments and/or actin monomers with a growing
list of auxiliary proteins [58]. With so many rate and equilibrium con-
stants already in hand, one could rationalize the action of most, if not
all, proteins known to bind to free-ended ﬁlaments. It was also easy to
imagine how cells could replenish free-ended ﬁlaments for use in
Brownian Ratchets, especially when some free-ended ﬁlaments might
be retired by nM-afﬁnity (+)-end capping proteins. Twenty years of re-
search also suggested that the self-assembly of free-ended ﬁlaments
from monomers was facile and obeyed the Oosawa condensation equi-
librium model [59], a process comprised of nucleation and elongation
phases. In the nucleation phase, a small number of monomers must
ﬁrst combine to form nuclei (Actinn), such that vnucleation = k[Actin]n,
where n = 3–4. While these nuclei are unstable and tend to dissociate,
a small number manage to accumulate a few more monomers to
become polymerization seeds that then undergo repetitive, length-
independent elongation. Moreover, so-called nucleation-promoting
factors, such as WASp/Scar proteins, were known to activate Arp2/3
complex by bringing Arp2 into proximity with Arp3 to nucleate a
branch on the side of a preexisting ﬁlament [60].
The Tethered Ratchet Model [5] appeared a year after our ﬁrst
actoclampin paper. In it, actin ﬁlaments nucleate while attached to the
surface, but detach from the cell membrane (or surface of motile
bacteria) to generate force according to the EBR Model. As envisioned,
the attached ﬁbers would be under tension, and the working ﬁlaments
under compression. Some of the working ﬁlaments would bend and
cross-link, locking them in bent conﬁgurations. Although attached
ﬁlaments would tend to hinder propulsion, it was reasoned that they
would also stabilize movement by maintaining contact (a tether)
between the bacterium and its actin tail. How the attached ﬁlaments con-
verted into working ﬁlaments was never explained fully. Most telling of
the model's limitations is its broad step-size distribution [5], a predicted
property that is at odds with the experimental ﬁndings (see below).
5. An essential interlude
In early 2000, at the close of a biochemistry lecture, a medical stu-
dent asked: “Dr. Purich, if ATP is so vital to cells, why are there so
many ATPases?” For an enzymologist, the answer was obvious: “There
are so many ATPases, only because too many people foolishly ignore
their substrate-like and product-like noncovalent states.” A fuller expla-
nation required the writing of a Trends in Biochemical Sciences article
[61], which used proﬁlin's facilitation of actin nucleotide exchange
(Overall Reaction: Actin•ADP + ATP⇌ Actin•ATP + ADP) to illustrate
what wasmeant by noncovalent substrate-like and product-like states:
Profilinþ Actin•ADP⇌ Profilin•Actin•ADP
Profilin•Actin•ADP⇌ Profilin•Actin• þ ADP:
Profilin•Actin• þ ATP⇌ Profilin•Actin•ATP:
Profilin•Actin•ATP⇌ Profilinþ Actin•ATP:
Although not involving any covalent chemistry, this nucleotide ex-
change process has all the hallmarks of a multi-step enzymatic process,
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product-like states, Proﬁlin•Actin•ADP and Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP are
enzyme-bound substrate and bound product states. Proﬁlin•Actin•__
represents a transitorily unoccupied binding site akin to an enzyme
transition state. It was argued that, if proﬁlin were to catalyze a
kinase-type ATP-dependent phosphorylation, no one would doubt it
was an enzyme. Because many researchers only think about covalent
bond chemistry, the author redeﬁned enzyme catalysis as the facilitated
making/breaking of chemical bonds, thus elevating stable noncovalent
interactions to a status equal to that of covalent bonds. This idea capital-
ized on Linus Pauling's deﬁnition of a chemical bond as an interaction
between two atoms or groups of atoms, where the forces acting
between them are such as to lead to the formation of an aggregate
with sufﬁcient stability that makes it convenient for the chemist to
consider it as an independent molecular entity. Because many protein
conformational states and numerous protein-ligand complexes are, in
fact, sufﬁciently long-lived, they are certainly chemically deﬁnable enti-
ties. By adopting this more encompassing deﬁnition, it becomes clear
that proﬁlin is an enzyme, one that speeds up nucleotide exchange.
Except for its much slower rate enhancement (kcatalyzed/kuncatalyzed =
~150), proﬁlin is a true catalyst, one that enhances the reaction rate to
the extent demanded by Nature. Any greater enhancement would
offer no evolutionary advantage.
That author challenged the use of “ATPase” and “GTPase”, arguing
that, beyond good pedagogy, nomenclaturemust be based on the entire
mechanoenzymatic reaction (i.e., partial reactions and exchange reac-
tions should be avoided). For example, to form its activemotor complex,
kinesin must ﬁrst combine with a microtubule (MT). Inasmuch as
autocatalysis is deﬁned as catalysis brought about by one of the
products of a chemical reaction, kinesin's repetitive translocation from
MT position (i) to (i + 1) can be termed processive autocatalysis:
ATPþ Kinesin•MT ið Þ þH2O⇌ ADPþ Pi þ Kinesin•MT iþ1ð Þ:
ATPþ Kinesin•MT iþ1ð Þ þH2O⇌ ADPþ Pi þ Kinesin•MT iþ2ð Þ:
ATPþ Kinesin•MT iþ2ð Þ þH2O⇌ ADPþ Pi þ Kinesin•MT iþ3ð Þ; etc:
When the entire stoichiometric reaction is speciﬁed, it is evident that
kinesin hasmore in commonwith ATP-dependent synthases (Example:
ATP+Glutamate +NH3+H2O⟶ ADP+ Pi + Glutamine) than with
nucleotide hydrolases (Reaction: ATP + H2O→ ADP + Pi). It was also
suggested that “work” enzymes (i.e. molecular motors, elongation fac-
tors, G-proteins, “small GTPases”, active transporters, etc.) comprise a
seventh class of enzymes. The author coined the term energase, wishing
to place mechanoenzymes on par with oxidoreductases, transferases,
hydrolases, lyases, isomerases, and ligases [61,62]. While failing to per-
suade the Enzyme Commission's stodgy organic chemists of the urgent
need to reclassify some 500–700 misclassiﬁed energases, that TiBS
article nonetheless motivated the author to redouble his search for a
mechanoenzymatic explanation for actin-based motility.
6. The Actoclampin molecular motor hypothesis
By early 2001, Richard Dickinson and the author realized that a
number of ﬁndings demanded rethinking of Brownian Ratchets as the
mechanism for actin-based motility. First, BR models implicitly require
free ﬁlament (+)-ends for elongation and force generation; yet, high-
afﬁnity (+)-end capping proteins, like Cap Z, Cap G and gelsolin, were
found to be without effect on Listeria motility [63]. Second, Ena/VASP
proteins antagonized (+)-end capping [64], suggesting that they
interacted with (+)-ends in a special way. Third, Brownian Ratchet
models failed to explain why Proﬁlin•Actin should be so highly concen-
trated within the polymerization zone. Concentration alone is not
enough: once released into the gap between GPPPPP sites and the free
(+)-ends of Brownian Ratchets, actin would promptly escape into thebulk-phase, with scant chance of ever reaching the free (+)-ends. And
fourth, high-resolution laser tracking of motile Listeria had revealed ep-
isodes of 5.4-nm stepping, with occasional smaller steps (b3 nm) and
periods of motion with no apparent pausing [65]. The force of propul-
sion was high, such that motile Listeriawere insensitive to cytoplasmic
viscoelasticity, ﬂuctuating ~20 times less than adjacent lipid droplets
[65]. Because positional ﬂuctuations were unusually small, the forces
of association and propulsion had to be very strong [65]. Lest anyone
question the trajectories presented in that study, subsequent high-
resolution tracking experiments in low-noise cell extracts revealed
1152 monomer-sized steps (5.2 ± 0.15 nm) in sixty-six trajectories
[66]. In BR models, the odds of observing long runs of monomer-sized
steps – often occurring in rapid succession –would be vanishingly low.
In the light of such deﬁciencies, we broke with the universally held
assumption that free-ended ﬁlament elongation powers actin motility.
To solve the longstanding riddle of how actin ﬁlament elongation
might generate the forces needed for cell crawling, we formulated the
Actoclampin Molecular Motor Hypothesis [1,6,67], asserting what
were, at that time, ﬁve novel properties:
6.1. Predicted Property-1: Propulsive End-tracking
Every propulsive ﬁlament is attached by its (+)-end to a
membrane-associated molecular motor that mediates insertional
polymerization. In addition to allowing an end-tracking fulﬁll its
motor functions, this property suggests how every ﬁlament can carry
out its speciﬁc subcellular task, as determined by the identity of the
end-trackingmotor bound to its (+)-end. It assures that thoseﬁlaments
with different end-trackers will be controlled by task-speciﬁc inputs
(e.g., regulatory signals directed at motors driving lamellipodial exten-
sion will be without effect on motors powering ﬁlopodial motility, and
vice versa). Comment: The corollary is that all free-ended ﬁlaments will
be efﬁciently retired by the action of nM-afﬁnity (+)-end capping pro-
teins, thereby preventing unregulated free-ended ﬁlament propulsion.
6.2. Predicted Property-2: Motor Processivity
Actoclampin end-tracking motors are processive, such that ﬁla-
ments remain associated with their assigned end-tracker during and
after multiple rounds of monomer addition. This idea also ﬁts with the
high-afﬁnity linkages between ActA protein and VASP. Beyond assuring
thatmotor-associatedﬁlaments can avoid themotility-inhibiting effects
of capping proteins, processivity provides the best opportunity for cargo
to reach its intended destination. Comment: Brownian Ratchet models
employing free-ended ﬁlaments offer no reliable way to bring about
processive propulsion.
6.3. Predicted Property-3: Proﬁlin's Role
Actin•ATP is the ultimate elongation “substrate”, but this complex is
delivered to ﬁlament growth sites as Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP. (+)-End track-
ing motors rely on their on-board GPPPPP depot sites to concentrate
Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP. By analogy with long-range substrate transfers in
multi-site Ping Pong enzymes, once captured, Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP is
handed off directly to a vacant growth site on the (+)-end on a
subﬁlament [1,6]. This direct transfer mechanism explains how locally
concentrated Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP can reach the growth site without dif-
fusing away. This idea highlights why proﬁlin is the ideal mobile carrier
for actin monomers – able to be concentrated on GPPPPP sites, able to
mediate nucleotide exchange, able to usher Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP mono-
mers to the growth site adjacent, and able to be quickly released from
a newly incorporated ﬁlament subunit [67]. Comment: Because
Actin•ATP and Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP are equally competent in elongation
of free (+)-ends, Brownian Ratchets offer no good reason Proﬁlin and
Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP are concentrated in the polymerization zone.
Fig. 3. Actoclampinmodels for (+)-end-trackingmotors. A. Lock, Load & Firemechanism.
This multi-stepmechanoenzymatic reaction cycle employs ATP hydrolysis to generate the
Gibbs energy required to weaken the afﬁnity of an otherwise tightly bound end-tracking
protein [1]. Key steps include: Locking: The trackingmotor has one arm attached by an af-
ﬁnity-modulated clamp on an ATP-containing subunit (red chevron) at the ﬁlament (+)-
end. Loading: Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP Proﬁlin (proﬁlin = light blue circles; Actin•ATP = red
chevron) is transferred from the tracker's GPPPPP proﬁlin-docking sites sequences and
to the growth site (light gray chevron). Firing: ATP hydrolysis forms ﬁlamentous-
Actin•ADP, thereby attenuating clamp-binding afﬁnity and allowing clamp translocation.
B. Passive end-trackingmechanism. Although involving similar components, this catalytic
reaction cycle has no requirement ATP hydrolysis. The interaction between the clampin
and the (+)-end of its ﬁlament partner is necessarily weak, permitting facile clamp
release and translocation, thereby permitting monomer addition to drive motility [1,6].
Passive trackers cannot generate substantial force.
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Although eachmotor has the potential to operate independently, the
motility rate of any object propelled by an ensemble of like-tasked end-
trackers will be determined by the slowest advancing motor. Indeed, a
stochastic biophysical model allowed us to show that the Actoclampin
Hypothesis can account for Listeria's signature 5.4-nm stepping as well
as the less-frequent half-monomer-sized steps observed by Kuo and
McGrath [65]. Each 5.4-nm step corresponds to the release and
relocking of a single lagging-most ﬁlament end-tracker (i.e., the one
that under greatest tension and restraining forward motion), while
the other ﬁlaments remain under compression throughout each step.
In our simulations of the time-evolution of ﬁlament growth, we found
that the number of ﬁlaments under tension varied slowly [1]. Extended
episodes ofmonomer-sized stepping occurredwhen only oneor twoﬁl-
aments were tense. Discrete 2.7-nm stepping occur when two nearly
equally tense ﬁlaments are rate-limiting. Comment: To this day, no
other model – and certainly no Brownian Ratchet model – can account
for Listeria's signature monomer-sized and half-monomer-sized steps.
6.5. Predicted Property-5: ATP-dependent Active End-tracking
The Lock, Load & Fire (or LL&F) mechanism is a reaction scheme
explaining how tracking motors might exploit ATP hydrolysis to speed
motor translocation and/or to operate against larger loads. We came to
the LL&F model by considering the extremely small intermittent ﬂuctua-
tions that Kuo andMcGrath [65] observed between steps, with a stiffness
that they estimatedwould require aminimum force of 220 pN to displace
the bacterium by 5.4 nm. These small ﬂuctuations appeared to resume
immediately after each 5.4-nm step, a ﬁnding that we took as evidence
that the bond between the tethering apparatus (or “clampin”) and that
the taut (i.e., the lagging-most) ﬁlament(s) must have been stressed by
a force of similarmagnitude during each pause.Wenoted that such forces
are extremely large for noncovalent bonds, even exceeding the force
needed to break an avidin–biotin bond (Kd≈ 10−13M) on a similar time-
scale. Considering the apparently large applied force on the lagging
ﬁlament, the observed “slip-rate” of 10 s−1 is unexpectedly slow. More-
over, if stepwise motion arises from rate-limiting advancement of a
clampin on a lagging ﬁlament, and if such a large force were to accelerate
clampin advancement, episodes of stepwise motion would not endure.
Despite this apparently strong ﬁlament-to-clampin bond, ﬁlaments
under compression nonetheless grow rapidly, exhibiting elongation
rates comparable to the diffusion-limited rate of monomer addition. For
ﬁlaments to remain tethered and for persistent stepwise motion to be
revealed, clampin progression along a ﬁlament cannot be faster than the
monomer addition rate. We took the fact that the clampin progresses at
a rate close to, but not exceeding, the diffusion-limitedmonomer addition
rate as further evidence for an afﬁnity-modulated mechanism, whereby
new monomer addition somehow triggers a new cycle of release and
advancement of the clampin. ATP hydrolysis would supply the energy
required to attenuate the initially strong clampin-to-ﬁlament afﬁnity,
allowing the clampin to advance and generate force on compressively
ﬂexed ﬁlaments.
A single LL&F cycle is depicted in Fig. 3A, where Locking refers to the
initial state, where the clampin is tightly bound to an ATP-containing
subunit situated at the extreme (+)-end of the leading subﬁlament
of its ﬁlament partner. Loading refers to the direct transfer of a
Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP monomer to the growth site (light gray in the
diagram) situated on the (+)-end of the lagging subﬁlament. Loading
triggers Firing, meaning it induces ATP hydrolysis on the clamped
subunit situated on the adjacent subﬁlament. The Gibbs free energy of
ATP hydrolysis drives a conformational change, lowering the clampin's
afﬁnity for newly formed ADP-actin subunit, releasing the tracker and
facilitating its translocation. For comparison, Fig. 3B shows an AC
motor operatingwithout beneﬁt of ATPhydrolysis (1.6).With no source
of Gibbs energy to attenuate clamp afﬁnity, such a motor would besubject to two possibilities: (a) if tightly attached to a ﬁlament
(+)-end, the rate of clampin release would be too slow to support high
rates of motility, or (b) if weakly bound, clampin release and translocate
could be rapid, it would generate a small fraction the force produced by
active end-trackers. AC motors operating by the LL&F scheme would be
expected to generate signiﬁcantly greater force than is possible with
Brownian Ratchets [1,6]. In principle, Fmax = ΔGATP-hydrolysis/d, where
d = 5.4 nm. Under physiologic conditions, ΔGATP-hydrolysis ~20 kBT,
and Fmax would be 18 pN. When assembly rates are fast, Fmax would
be expected to be somewhat lower (i.e., 14–15 pN). During motility,
the actinmonomer concentration is constrained by the (−)-end critical
concentration ([Actin](−)-end b0.6 μM), and Brownian Ratchets are
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or –kBTln([Actin•ATP](−)-crit/[Actin•ATP](+)-crit)/d b2.7 pN. While
somewhat higher forces would be generated, if the Brownian Ratchet
operates at larger angles of incidence, free ﬁlaments oriented at such
glancing angles would buckle mechanically under relatively small
forces.
Because VASP lacks its own site for binding/hydrolyzing ATP, we
made the unprecedented proposal that “on-ﬁlament” ATP hydrolysis
(at the ﬁlament's terminal actin subunit) would most likely supply the
needed Gibbs energy. The latter assumption would require that, during
motility, on-ﬁlament ATP hydrolysis rate must be greatly accelerated.
For reference, monomeric actin is a very slow ATPase, k = 0.00017 s−1
[68], whereas the rate constant is ~0.3 s−1 for Actin•ATPwithin ﬁlaments
assembled from Mg2+-actin, or ~1800 times faster than that for mono-
meric actin [69]. Even so, this value is too small to account for polymeri-
zation rates that can approach 300–400 monomers/s. We suggested
that the hydrolysis rate would be further enhanced for the holoenzyme
(i.e., the complete mechanochemical reaction, as catalyzed by a motor
unit consisting of a ﬁlament and its (+)-end tracker). An analogy can
be made with actin's distant relative, hexokinase, which catalyzes
transphosphorylation (Reaction: Glucose + MgATP2− ⇌ Glucose 6-
phosphate+MgADP) some 240,000 times faster than its intrinsic ATPase
activity (Reaction: H2O+MgATP2−→ Orthophosphate +MgADP) [70].
If the hydrolysis rate for an actoclampin motor were enhanced to the
same degree as observed with hexokinase, hydrolysis could support
even the highest rates of actin polymerization.
Finally, the idea thatmonomer-loadingmight induce ATP hydrolysis
on the penultimate subunit is rooted in the Microtubule Boundary
Stabilization Model [71], suggesting how penultimate GTP hydrolysis
can maintain a single MT-stabilizing layer of Tubulin•GTP molecules at
the extreme (+)-end of each of amicrotubule's thirteen protoﬁlaments.
Such behavior explained why the rate of diffusion-limited tubulin αβ-
heterodimer incorporation matches the rate of assembly-induced GTP
hydrolysis [72]. By invoking a single stable layer (“boundary”) of
Tubulin•GTP overlying an unstable internal lattice of Tubulin•GDP, the
model explained why Tubulin•GDP, upon loss of terminally bound
Tubulin•GTP, would rapidly dissociate, anticipating key properties in
the Dynamic InstabilityModel [73]. The idea that in vivo actin ﬁlaments
mainly contain ADP (N95%) came from the quantitative analysis of
adenine nucleotides in Triton X-100-extracted cytoskeletons of rat
PC12 cells, NB41A3 neuroblastoma cells, human foreskin ﬁbroblasts,
and chick embryonic DRG neurons [74].
7. An earlier path to AC motors began with proﬁlin's discovery
In November 2001, the author made a pre-publication presentation
of the Actoclampin Hypothesis to Professor Uno Lindberg's research
group at Stockholm University. That seminar soon morphed into a
morning-long discussion of the model's premises and predictions.
After the last questions were asked and answered, Uno ushered the
author to a hallway decked in electron micrographs of leading-edge
protrusions of glia cells. With a characteristic twinkle in his eye, he
then proceeded to describe how his research group had most likely
glimpsed an actoclampin motor nearly two decades prior [17]. Having
no prior knowledge of that paper, a note was added in the ﬁnal proofs
of the actoclampin paper to acknowledge their model [1].
An inescapable truth is that Lindberg and coworkers ﬁrst isolated
and crystallized a 15-kDa protein as a one-to-one complex with actin,
explaining the persistently monomeric pool of actin in spleen [76,77].
When combined with skeletal muscle actin, this same protein formed
a nonpolymerizable complex, and its abundance in other eukaryotic
cells suggested a universal mechanism for sequestering monomeric
actin and for regulating actin ﬁlament turnover. In platelets, for exam-
ple, it sequesters 55% of total actin [78]. Because Tilney [79] had already
introduced the term “proﬁlactin” to denote the unpolymerized
“proﬁlamentous” form of actin, Carlsson et al. [77] proposed the nameproﬁlin for their protein. The past forty years have witnessed great
strides in comprehending the versatility of this amazing protein, and
much of what is now known about proﬁlin's interactions came from
Lindberg's laboratory and from his long-term collaboration with
Clarence Schutt, a Princeton University structural biologist and X-ray
crystallographer.
Pursuing the ambition of placing proﬁlin into the fuller context of
actin-based motility, Lindberg managed to convince two students,
Anna-Stina Höglund and Roger Karlsson, that some deeper insight
might be gained through themarriage of biochemistry and electronmi-
croscopy. By painstakingly employing an optimized extraction/ﬁxation
protocol and by perfecting the cell-penetrating properties of sodium
silicotungstate, Höglund et al. [80] eventually produced sufﬁciently
high-resolution images to visualize the peripheral weave of microﬁla-
ments within human glia cells. In many instances, it was possible to
show that some actin ﬁlaments extended to the membrane, often
converging at microspikes. EM images revealed a ring of actin ﬁbers
that ran outside the nucleus, stress ﬁbers that emanated from the cell's
interior, a seemingly continuous layer of ﬁlaments lying just beneath
the lamellum, and a network of microﬁlaments forming the
microspikes. The thickness of the peripheral weave was estimated to
be 50–75 nm(based on stereo electronmicrographs), and the actin con-
centration was high (~0.7 mM), based on a 50-nm layer thickness [80].
Microspikes were also visible under the light microscope, and their dy-
namic features suggested theymight be active sites for ﬁlament elonga-
tion. Based on the earlier cell-marking experiments of Albrecht-Bühler
and Goldman [81], the microspikes were considered to be contractile
elements involved in translocation of particles andmembrane elements
toward the cell body during early spreading of 3T3 cells.
Of all the structures visualized, themicrospikeswere themost intrigu-
ing, with a few especially tantalizing images showing sites of ﬁlament
convergence on the cytoplasmic face of leading-edge protrusions. Given
the limited spatial resolution of these images, the underlying molecular
actions prevented an unambiguous interpretation. Even so, the great toil
expended in obtaining those images doubtlessly inspired Lindberg and
co-workers [17] to speculate on the likely arrangement of the frontiermi-
croﬁlaments. Shown in Fig. 4 is a composite of free-hand drawings taken
from Figs. 6b and 8a of their Biochimie review, along with key excerpts
from the accompanying captions. What is most striking about their
model is that they correctly envisioned a membrane-associated protein
complex serving, as they called it, an actin polymerization enzyme, with
Proﬁlin•Actin as its substrate, and executing processive ﬁlament elonga-
tion. They even anticipated the generation of torque, suggesting that the
elongating ﬁlament or motor complex would need to be rotationally
compliant to operate efﬁciently [17].
8. Actoclampin motor structure
ACVASP motors rely on speciﬁc protein-protein interactions to assem-
ble the active Cargo•FPPPP-Protein•VASP•(Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP)n complex.
We consistently found that themotors powering Listeria, Shigella,Vaccinia,
and endosome rocketing are assembled from proﬁlin, a clampin (in this
case, VASP), and an FPPPP-containing, cargo-specifying protein, such as
Listeria ActA or the FPPPP-containing host-proteins vinculin p90 and
zyxin. The keymodules endowingVASPwith the ability to forman active
end-tracking motor are shown in Fig. 5A. A hypothetical end-tracking
motor unit is shown in Fig. 5B, andmany of the required protein–protein
interactions are likewise supported by awealth of X-ray crystallographic
evidence (Fig. 5, Panels C–F).
The least-well understood component is its afﬁnity-modulated
clamping domain, which necessarily operates at the extreme (+)-end
of an elongating ﬁlament. The clamping domain in VASP is likely to
comprise the G-Actin Binding (GAB) and F-Actin Binding (FAB) do-
mains, along with intervening and ﬂanking sequences. How clampins
bind and sense structural changes in the (+)-ends of actin their ﬁla-
ment partners is also unclear. In monomeric actin, there are only
Fig. 4.Key features of a membrane-associated “actin polymerization enzyme”, as deduced
from electron micrographs of leading edge structures of glia. A. Plasma membrane-bound
structures to which ﬁlaments are attached. B. Hypothetical scheme describing the
translocational polymerization of actin in the peripheral weave. “A stimulus reaching
the cell surface is thought to change a transmembrane protein complex so that it nucleates
and forms actin ﬁlaments from Proﬁlin•Actin (P•A); alternatively themembrane associat-
ed protein complex already contains F-actin nuclei and the transmembrane signal merely
activates it to polymerize actin. This scheme leads to bundling of the ﬁlaments to form
microspikes. It illustrates the translocational polymerization of actin in the cell edge and
some of the consequences of such a mechanism. It is assumed that the attachment site
for actin ﬁlaments at the plasma membrane also is the actin polymerase, or translocase,
in the translocational polymerization of actin. If the growing ﬁlaments were ﬁxed, which
would be required for translocation of the edge, the edge would be pushed ahead in
steps, as actinmonomers are added at themembrane. In this model, the actin attachment
site should rotate as the actin helix is formed. If the polymerization site is ﬁxed and the
ﬁlaments free to move, the monomers of the ﬁlaments should move inwards as a result
of polymerization.” Quotations indicate excerpts from [17]. Reproduced with permission
of the authors.
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conﬁned mainly to the Ser14 β-hairpin loop and the γ-phosphoryl sen-
sor loop, the latter containing 3-CH3-histidine at Position-73 [85].
Serine-14 forms hydrogen bonds to the γ-phosphoryl in Actin•ATP,
but after hydrolysis and Pi release, it readjusts by forming a hydrogen
bond to ADP's β-phosphoryl. The actin fold is also found in hexokinase,
and by analogy to domain movements in that enzyme, actin subunits at
the extreme (+)-end may undergo structural changes that are
mechanochemically linked its interactions with bound ATP, ADP•Pi,
and ADP. As indeﬁnite polymers, however, actin ﬁlaments have proved
refractory to crystallization. Until high-resolution atomic structures of
actin ﬁlaments, their (+)-end-bound nucleotides, and clampin interac-
tions are determined, there's noobviousway to knowhowend-tracking
proteins bind, much less how ATP hydrolysis drives active (+)-end
tracking. As discussed by Dominguez and Holmes [85], the structures
of actin monomers and actin subunits within ﬁlaments are clearly
different, but a higher resolution view is not forthcoming.
Romero et al. [86] reported that formin FH1–FH2 domain accelerates
hydrolysis of ATP coupled to Proﬁlin•Actin incorporation, using the free
energy of ATP hydrolysis for processive polymerization and increasing
15-fold the rate constant for proﬁlin-actin association to barbed ends.
Proﬁlin is required for and takes part in the processive function. Single
ﬁlaments grow to N10-μm lengths from formin-bound beads without
detaching. Kovar et al. [87] used TIRF microscopy to observe individual
actin ﬁlaments polymerizing in the presence of themammalian formins
mDia1 and mDia2 as well as the yeast formins Bni1p and Cdc12p. Con-
trary to the predictions of the LL&F scheme, they observed that these
formins underwent processive movement with or without of proﬁlin
and in the presence of Actin•ADP. Romero et al. [88] subsequently ex-
amined proﬁlin's effect on actin assembly at free and FH1–FH2-bound
(+)-ends in the presence of ADP and nonhydrolyzable Cr(III)ATP.Proﬁlin blocked ﬁlament growth by capping the barbed ends in ADP
and CrATP/ADP•Pi states, with a higher afﬁnity when formin is bound.
Proﬁlin accelerates depolymerization of ADP-F-actin more efﬁciently
when FH1–FH2 is bound to barbed ends. To reconcile these datawith ef-
fective (+)-end assembly from Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP, they suggested that
the nature of nucleotide bound to both ultimate and penultimate sub-
units must be considered. Their data are accounted for quantitatively
by a model in which a (+)-end, whose two terminal subunits consist
of Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP cannot grow until ATP has been hydrolyzed and
Pi is released from the penultimate subunit, thus promoting the release
of proﬁlin and allowing further elongation [88].
One of the technical difﬁculties in unambiguously proving a require-
ment for ATP hydrolysis in clampin release/translocation is that most
actin preparations are contaminated with adenylate kinase (Reaction:
MgADP + ADP⇌MgATP2−+ AMP). The presence of this enzyme in
actin preparations greatly increases the likelihood that ATP can be
formed from ADP. Actin also has an extremely high afﬁnity for ATP
(Kd ≈ 0.03 μM), such that ATP can bind, even when present at ex-
tremely low levels. Even the use of the adenylate kinase inhibitors
P1,P4-di(adenosine-5′)-tetraphosphate or P1,P5-di(adenosine-5′)-
pentaphosphate is problematic, because, as competitive inhibitors,
their inhibitory action can be reversed by ADP [89,90]. Moreover,
although the use of nonhydrolyzable ATP analogs might appear to be
an appealing alternative, actin is highly speciﬁc and binds App(NH)p
and App(CH2)p thousands of times more weakly than ATP. An added
complication is that proﬁlin plays a role as a gatekeeper, quickly
exchanging and replacingweakly bound nucleotide analogs with extra-
neous ADP or ATP. The use of Cr(III)ATP by Romero et al. [88] was an
inventive solution.
The actoclampinmodel also suggests howend-trackedﬁlaments can
perform in the absence of classical Oosawa-type nuclei. By acting in ap-
position, the arms of an end-tracker possess the self-organizing proper-
ties needed to gather actin monomers to initiate tracker-bound
ﬁlaments. In earlier investigations on how nascent ﬁlaments form in
the presence of Arp2/3 and N-WASP's disarticulated VCA peptide,
Dayel and Mullins [91] showed that monomer binding triggers the
rapid hydrolysis of Arp2-bound ATP. Fig. 6 illustrates how VASP would
interact with an Arp2/3 complex to assemble an actoclampinmolecular
motor. Initiation of a new branch-point ﬁlament would begin with
docking of Arp2/3 on a ﬁlament, followed by interactionswith structur-
al elements of ActA and ActA-bound VASP. Arp2 and Arp3 is a pro-
nucleus that, upon activation by ActA, rearranges to mimic the two ter-
minal actin subunits of a (+)-end [60]. ActA-bound VASP would then
deliver Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP to Arp2/3, triggering Arp2 ATP hydrolysis
and driving assembly of an active ACVASP end-tracking motor unit that
proceeds to incorporate monomers (repeating Steps 7 & 8 Fig. 6).
Arp2/3 plays the part of a “starter motor”, and the assembled ACVASP
becomes the “engine” for actin-based locomotion.
Lastly, the Actoclampin Hypothesis encompasses the actions of both
passive and active (+)-end tracking motors [1,6,75]. The LL&F model
represents one way to exploit “on-ﬁlament” ATP hydrolysis for rapid
motor release and translocation against a substantial load. Force-
induced ATP hydrolysis (see below) is yet another possibility. Other
AC motors may simply operate in a low-force regime not requiring
ATP hydrolysis (see below). Straw man fallacies notwithstanding, any
demonstration of failure of a particular end-tracking motor to obey
the LL&F model does not nullify the Actoclampin Hypothesis. The key
feature of AC motors is processive (+)-end tracking, which exploits
structural features at or very near the extreme (+)-end of each propel-
ling ﬁlament.
9. Clampin binding energetics
The strength of clampin binding to a ﬁlament (+)-end is likely to be
a major factor in AC motor performance, prompting a fundamental
question: Have AC motors evolved to fulﬁll tasks requiring different
Fig. 5. Structural features commending VASP's role in AC end-tracking motors. A. Line diagram showing VASP's domain structure. N-terminal EVH1 domains (gray) bind FPPPP sites in
ActA, zyxin, vinculin, etc. (Src and Abl sites (dark blue) have as-yet undiscovered roles in actin-based motility.) GPPPPP sequences bind Proﬁlin (light blue) and Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP
(red). GAB refer to G-actin (monomer) Binding Site (red), and FAB refers to the F-actin (ﬁlament) Binding Site (medium blue). The dashed box indicates that the GABmay work in coor-
dinationwith themore C-terminal oligoproline sequence to transfer Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP from depot sites (the latter consisting of themultiple GPPPPP registers) directly to the subﬁlament
growth site [82]. The FAB sequence is apt to contribute additional binding energy for VASP's tight binding interaction with the (+)-end of the tracked ﬁlament. B. Hypothetical arrange-
ment of components within ACVASPmotor complex. This diagram is color-coded to correspond to structures shown below. Note that the cargo is speciﬁed by a surface-bound protein (①,
yellow) contains FPPPP sequences (yellow cylinders) that bind to VASP's four EVH1 domains (②, gray cylinders), forming a high-afﬁnity link to the surface of object to be propelled. VASP
maintains its tetrameric structure by means of a right-handed coiled-coil region (③, turquoise), consisting of 15 residues. Proﬁlin (light blue circle) binds to Actin•ATP (shown in red) to
formProﬁlin•Actin•ATP complexes (④) that bind to VASPs numerous GPPPPP-containing ABM-2 sequences, thereby pre-positioning Actin•ATP for intramolecular transfer (i.e., “Loading”)
onto (+)-end growth sites of an actin ﬁlament also bound tightly to VASP by an afﬁnity-modulated clamp (⑤, gray). C. Structure of Ena/VASP homology domain and its interactionswith
FPPPP-containing cargo-specifying sequence. From reference [83]. D. Structure of VASP's coiled-coil tetramerization domain. From reference [84]. E. Structure of proﬁlin interaction with
GPPPPP (ABM-2 sequence). From reference [51]. F. Structure of Proﬁlin•Actin complex. From reference [50]. Proﬁlin is shown in blue. Actin is shown in green. See text for additional
comments.
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Fig. 7 (Left Panel) shows a model for clampin interactions with
Actin•ATP (red) and Actin•ADP or Actin•ADP•Pi (blue), with a notch
representing the site for clampin binding. The energy wells above and
below the ﬁlament show the situation that would be expected for the
LL&F Model (i.e., a deep well, when ATP is present, and a shallow well,
after hydrolysis occurs). The drawing at the bottom shows one arm of
an end-tracker preferentially interacting with the terminal ATP•Actin
subunit. The binding wells in Fig. 7 (Right Panel) illustrate how the en-
ergetics of clampin-(+)-end interactions would affect clampin force
production. LL&F-dependent clampins are predicted to form very
tight linkages to ﬁlament (+)-ends (so indicated by a deep well),
requiring ΔGrelease N 25–30 kJ/mol for clamp release, or 7–9 pN over a
monomer-sized distance of 5.4 nm). Such interactions suit them for
operating against higher loads, while harnessing the Gibbs energy of
on-ﬁlament ATP hydrolysis. In the absence of ATP hydrolysis, clampin
release would be extraordinarily slow. For clampins showing moderate
afﬁnity (ΔGrelease = 15–20 kJ/mol; or 3–4 pN over 5.4 nm), release/
translocation might likewise beneﬁt from ATP hydrolysis to achieve
prompt clamp release, with commensurately less force production. In
the absence of such a source of Gibbs energy, clamp advancement
again would be slow. By contrast, passive end-tracking motors
(ΔGrelease ≈ 8–12 kJ/mol; or 1.5–2.3 pN over 5.4 nm) could operate
the absence of ATP hydrolysis, but advancement might be slow. At the
bottom is a “free” clampin that binds feebly (ΔGrelease in the range of
~4 kJ/mol or b1 pN-nm over 5 nm). Its shallow energy well indicatesvery weak binding, rapid clampin translocation. Low-afﬁnity ACmotors
are apt to stall, with the clampin likely to dissociate from (+)-ends.
The beauty of the Actoclampin Hypothesis is that, while the energet-
ics of ATP hydrolysis at ﬁlament (+)-ends is likely to be highly con-
served, the binding energies for interactions of different clampins may
be “tunable”. Simply put, different clampins may have evolved to bind
(+)-ends with different afﬁnities, perhaps even interacting with differ-
ent sets of structural elements comprising a ﬁlament (+)-end. Those AC
motors that exploit ATP hydrolysis would most likely bind nearest to
the γ-phosphoryl sensor residues within actin, allowing for attenuated
afﬁnity when Actin•ADP•Pi or Actin•ADP occupies the penultimate
position. Those operating as passive AC motors would be expected to
bind more weakly and needn't exploit conformational changes linked
to ATP hydrolysis. One also cannot, of course, discount the possibility
that some clampins may even form catch bonds; operating in a manner
reminiscent of a Chinese ﬁnger trap, catch bonds manage to strengthen
under tension [92].
Actin-based Listeria motility exhibits telltale signs of a very strong
push-pull force balance,most evident in its episodes of 5.4-nm stepping
as well as an obvious insensitivity to cytoplasmic viscoelasticity [65].
Such considerations are likely to explain why VASP is the end-tracker
of choice for Listeria. The VASP tetramer is stabilized by a highly stable,
four-stranded right-handed coiled-coil tying together C-termini of all
four monomers [85]. Its four subunits have N-terminal EVH1 domains
that bind simultaneously to the FPPPP stretches in the ActA surface pro-
tein [93]. By distributing the VASP binding to four ActA sub-mM-afﬁnity
Fig. 6. Scheme for assembly and operation of (+)-end-tracking motor from ﬁlament-bound Arp2/3 complex, Listeria ActA surface protein, and Ena/VASP proteins. Listeria ActA protein
binds to Arp2/3 complex already docked on a mother ﬁlament (dark blue-colored subunits shown in partial proﬁle). Bound Arp2/3 complex then interacts with one monomer-load-
ing/ﬁlament-binding arm of a multivalent end-tracker, thereby facilitating Arp2•ATP hydrolysis-dependent motor assembly. After initiation, the two arms of the end-tracker alternately
supply Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP via numerous rounds of processive ATP hydrolysis-dependent elongation. Essential components and interactions are: Listeria surface protein ActA (yellow)with
Arp2/3 ﬁlament docking site (yellow plus-sign) and end-tracker protein docking site (yellow disk); end-tracker protein (dark gray disk with extended arms), with proﬁlin docking site
(lavender circle) and actinmonomer docking site (green square); Arp2/3 complex, with Arp2 (bright blue), Arp3 (rose), and other subunits (light gray); partial subunit lattice of “mother”
ﬁlament (dark blue); and ATP (red) and ADP (blue) within Actin, Arp2, and/or Arp3. [Note:While illustrated here as a dimer, VASP is actually a tetramer. As such, VASPmay use two arms
to load Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP complexes, two at a time, while its two other arms would engage in afﬁnity-modulated (+)-end binding, giving rise to the 5.4-nm steps observed in Listeria
motility [1].]
Fig. 7. Clamp afﬁnity energetics and performance of actoclampin molecular motors. Left
Panel, Schematic of binding site for a clampin exploiting ATP hydrolysis to speed its trans-
location and/or to do work against higher loads. Notice that the ATP-containing (+)-end
subunit (red) has a deep notch, signifying a strong binding interaction with a clampin
(shown below in yellow), whereas Actin•ADP subunits (blue) have shallow wells to indi-
cate their weaker interactions with clampins. The gray chevron indicates ﬁlament growth
site (i.e., the positionwhere the next subunit adds). Right Panel, Schematic representation
of energy wells for clampin binding to ATP-containing (+)-end. “Free” refers to a weak
clampin interaction, suggesting rapid translocation but a low degree of force generation.
By contrast, the deepest wells have binding energies that would be attenuated only by
supplying theGibbs energy of ATP hydrolysis. See “Clampin Binding Energetics” for further
comments.
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when placed under tension. Such features endow VASP with the struc-
tural integrity to withstand the higher forces likely to be generated in
successive Lock, Load & Fire cycles. Formin family members, on the
other hand, are dimers, and their binding interactions may differ from
Ena/VASP trackers. VASP's additional arms, each with its own set of
GAB and FAB domains, may also allow it to bind more tightly to its
ﬁlament partner than achievable with formin dimers.
Until the energy landscape for actoclampin catalysis is adequately
deﬁned, we will not comprehend some features of end-trackingmolec-
ular motors. For example, is the rate of on-ﬁlament ATP hydrolysis
sensitive to load or tension? Listeria motility, for example, involves the
action of 80–100 ACVASP motors, and stepping occurs when all but one
or two ﬁlaments are under considerable compression, thereby adding
to the tension on the clampin linkages to the (+)-end of the taut-
most ﬁlament(s). One may model a clampin bonding interaction with
a (+)-end as an elastic spring by using Hooke's Law, where Uel =
⇌k(Δx)2, with Uel representing the energy stored in that bond, Δx
standing for the displacement of a bond from its equilibrium position,
and k deﬁning the spring force constant). Note that compression or
tension would increase the energy of the system. As Uel gets larger,
the nucleotide site of (+)-end subunit would move closer to the
transition-state for ATP hydrolysis, thereby increasing the frequency of
barrier crossing. Such amechanism could be viewed as a formof contin-
gent catalysis, where a new reaction pathway would be engaged on an
“as-needed” basis. Simply put, terminal-subunit ATP hydrolysis would
offer a failsafe way for motility to proceed, even under high stress. There
is precedent for such behavior in the catalysis of Escherichia coli ATP
sulfurylase, an enzyme that catalyzes two energetically coupled reactions:
adenosine 5′-phosphosulfate (APS) synthesis and GTP hydrolysis. Its
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forming active site. In particular, AMP mimics an intermediate-like form
of the enzyme that increases the kcat for GTP hydrolysis by ~180-fold.
Using equilibrium and pre-steady-state methods, Yang and Leyh [94] de-
termined the relative Gibbs energies for many of the ground and transi-
tion states in the GTPase catalytic cycle, in the presence and absence of
AMP. GTP and AMP interact energetically throughout the substrate
branch of the reaction coordinate. An interesting feature is that once
bond breaking occurs, communication between nucleotide sites ceases.
AC motors may analogously couple the energetics of two reactions: ATP
hydrolysis on the lagging-most clamp(s) and the compression/tension
applied externally by other motors. While such behavior would seem to
represent a novel form of cooperativity, invoking conformational energy
facilitates catalysis, enzyme chemists have argued that whenever an E•S
complex experiences catalysis, the enzyme and substrate jointly experi-
ence changes in energy and conformation. Classical enzymes exploit
conformational changes to facilitate catalysis of covalent bond rearrange-
ments, whereasmechanoenzymes use covalent bond energy (ATP hydro-
lysis) to drive the conformational changes needed to achieve the work of
pushing an object against a load or of transporting a metabolite against a
gradient. Such is the immense versatility of biological catalysis.
Lastly, many nucleic acid polymerases employ on-board editing
mechanisms to excise mistakenly incorporated nucleotides, often “on-
the-ﬂy” (i.e., before the next nucleotide is incorporated).Motors operat-
ing by LL&F-type mechanisms would require Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP as the
polymerization substrate, and they might need to prevent/minimize
Proﬁlin•Actin•ADP entry into the elongation site. In the simplest form of
proofreading, Actin•ADPmay bind so weakly that it promptly dissociates.
Another possibility is that, because Ena/VASP proteins are tetramers, one
armwouldbe “locked”onto the (+)-end,with the other three arms at the
ready to load Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP. Clampin energetics may likewise factor
into determining that the true substrate (Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP) is loaded, if
necessary by tugging on and releasing misloaded Proﬁlin•Actin•ADP,
such that the same arm that delivered Proﬁlin•Actin•ADPmightwithdraw
it from the growth site in the absence of some requisite conformational
change triggered by Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP binding. For example, induced-ﬁt
is known to allow some polymerases reject all but the correct substrate
from the active site.Table 1
Attributes of actoclampin ﬁlament elongation motors.
Proﬁlin Polymerization cofactor – The AC model explains why, as a cofactor for ac
(N50–60 μM in lymphocytes and ameba). The rate of actin-based motility
Monomer Loading – The AC model explains why Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP binds
[82] to the growth sites on rapidly elongating (+)-ends in AC motors.
Nucleotide exchange – The AC model explains how proﬁlin catalysis of nu
Tracker structure Proﬁlin binding – The AC model explains howmultiple GPPPPP sites on e
zone, thereby overcoming any diffusion limitations on monomer availabil
Oligomeric structure – The AC model explains the oligomeric structure of
while the other is free to obtain and load Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP [1,6].
Cargo binding – The AC model explains how Ena/VASP end-trackers bind
Tracking modes Afﬁnity-modulated tracking – The AC model explains how on-ﬁlament A
Processivity – The ACmodel explains how propelling motor units hold ﬁr
is that free (+)-ended ﬁlaments are non-propulsive and most likely arise
Torque – The AC model explains the right-handed torque observed in hel
formins [11,15,16].
Clamp afﬁnity – The AC model explains how different end-tracking moto
regime are predicted to have weak clamp afﬁnity and to work effectively
clamps that require ATP hydrolysis for timely release and greater force ge
Push-pull force
balancing
Listeria's 5.4-nm Steps – The AC model explains the step-wise motion
motors [1]. This kinetic treatment was the ﬁrst ever to suggest that ev
rate-limiting motor unit(s) gave rise to a succession of monomer-size
the bacterium, such that the bacterium is tightly held and subject to a
Tear-drop Shaped Motile Vesicles – The AC model explains the time e
of ActA-labeled vesicles and deformable particles undergoing actin-ba
consumption of actin monomers during actin-based particle propulsio
characteristics of biomimetic particles (including dynamic saltatory m
self-consistently accounted for by load-insensitive, diffusion-limited e
actoclampin model. This kinetic treatment also suggests how docking
monomer availability during episodes of rapid actin-based motility.10. Concluding remarks
TheActoclampinHypothesis uniﬁesmanybiochemical and biophys-
ical aspects of actin-based motility, giving rise to emergent properties
(i.e., properties of the completemechanoenzymatic process, not evident
in studies on their component parts). These include the failure of
capping proteins to inhibit intracellular actin motility, the staccato
monomer-sized stepping during Listeria propulsion, the ability of
cargo to remain in the ﬁrm grip of its propelling ﬁlaments, the
motility-poisoning effects of P × A, the right-handed helical trajectories
during Listeria motility, the transitory presence of VASP at the leading
edge during active motility, etc. The Introduction provides additional
properties that support the model, and Table 1 also lists these and
other attributes of actoclampin molecular motors that were not easily
explained by earlier models. The Actoclampin Hypothesis also explains
how membrane-associated AC end-tracking motors allow for exquisite
spatiotemporal control of the actin cytoskeleton. To appreciate this
point, the reader need only think of Drosophila's syncytial blastoderm,
a sharedmass of cytoplasm containing thousands of nuclei lying just be-
neath the embryo's all-encompassing peripheral membrane. Before
completion of outward nuclear migration at Nuclear Cycle-10, the
syncytium forms an array of closely spaced pockets, each separated by
transient membrane furrows and a tightly associated, continuous layer
of actin ﬁlaments [95]. Each invagination holds a dividing nucleus, this
despite the fact that the cytoplasm is in simultaneous contact with
thousands of similarly arranged nuclei. While one would be hard
pressed to suggest how free-ended actin ﬁlaments could give rise to
such amagniﬁcent array of near-membrane structures, it is much easier
to imagine how having every actin ﬁlament attached to (+)-endmotor
units localized at speciﬁcmembrane anchoring sitesmight allow for the
speciﬁcation of daughter cell types along anterior-posterior and dorsal-
ventral axes, time after time and with stunning ﬁdelity.
Prior to the discovery of clamped-ﬁlament elongation motors, the
design of actin motility drugs was thwarted by the supposition that
any agent that poisoned one free-ended actin ﬁlament process would
necessarily block free-ended actin ﬁlament processes in that or other
cells. By acting on actin monomers and/or ﬁlaments, substances like
latrunculin, jasplakinolide, phalloidin, and cytochalasins are potenttoclampin motors [1,6], proﬁlin would be highly abundant in the most motile cells
is determined by the concentration of Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP, not Actin•ATP.
to GPPPPP sequences to permit Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP concentration [28,30–35] and transfer
cleotide exchange [52,53] maximizes Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP availability to elongation motors.
nd-trackers aid motility by pre-positioning Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP within the polymerization
ity during episodes of explosive elongation [7,75].
(+)-end trackers in terms of the need to have one arm bound to the extreme (+) end,
to speciﬁc cargo containing proteins possessing FPPPP recognition sequences [28,31–35].
TP hydrolysis would support rapid and forceful propulsion [1,6].
mly to both their cargo as well as the (+)-ends of their ﬁlament partners [1,6]. A corollary
by motor disassembly.
ical trajectories of motile Listeria as well as the single-molecule helical processivity of
rs might fulﬁll different force-requiring tasks [1,6,7,75]. Those operating in a low-force
without beneﬁt of ATP hydrolysis. High-force motors, however, would have tight-binding
neration.
s of Listeria [65,66] as the consequence of one or several lagging-most actoclampin
ery actin ﬁlament had a tracking motor situated on its (+)-end, such that the
d steps. For stepping to occur, the motor unit must also make a high-afﬁnity linkage to
strong push–pull force balance.
volution of shape, pulsatile locomotion, deformation, and “snap-back” shape changes
sed propulsion. Biophysical modeling [7,75] accounts for the diffusion and
n and predicts the monomer-concentration ﬁeld around motile particles. Various
otion of hard particles and oscillatory vesicle deformations) can be quantitatively and
longation of (+)-end-tethered actin ﬁlaments that are fully consistent with the
of Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP on VASP's numerous GPPPPP sequences helps to assure
53D.L. Purich / Biophysical Chemistry 209 (2016) 41–55cytotoxins, but their use in chemotherapy is dubious. On the other hand,
the list of putative end-tracking motors (e.g., ACVASP, ACEna, ACMena,
ACEvl, ACLamellipodin, ACNWASP, ACmDia, etc.) suggests that the AC motors
may be druggable targets. Consider, for example, the antithrombotic
drug clopidogrel, the pharmacologically active metabolite of which
binds irreversibly to the platelet P2Y12 ADP chemoreceptor [96],
thereby impairing VASP-linked actin-based motility [97]. Another ex-
ample is imatinib, the tyrosine kinase inhibitor used in the treatment
of Philadelphia chromosome-positive chronic myeloid leukemia
(CML). As noted in Fig. 5A, VASP possesses an Abl binding site and is
likewise a substrate of the Bcr-Abl oncoprotein [98]. The presence of
Bcr-Abl protein drives oncogenesis in CML patients by constitutive
activation of tyrosine kinases. Imatinib treatment increases phosphory-
lation at Ser157 of VASP, altering zyxin's interactionwith VASP [98]. The
point is that clopidogrel and imatinib are safe to use, because they target
speciﬁc actoclampin motors. Filament (+)-end-trackers, such as VASP,
Ena, Mena, Evl, Lamellipodin, N-WASP, and mDia, are thus promising
targets for controlling hyperplasia, invasiveness, metastasis, and other
cell disorders.
Despite their low sequence homologywith eukaryotic actin, bacteri-
al MreB and ParM adopt actin-like monomer and ﬁlament structures,
suggesting they may function in a manner akin to their eukaryotic
cousin [99]. The actin fold is an ancient ATP-binding motif, and one
can imagine that free actin ﬁlaments were probably the ﬁrst motors,
operating as Hill-type thermal ratchets. The bacterial “actins” appear
to lack end-trackers – at least any that resemble VASP, N-WASP, or
formins. A prokaryotic proﬁlin is also unknown. The actoclampins
probably arose as cells grew larger and diversiﬁed, when polypeptides
evolved to bind to actin ﬁlament (+)-ends to become either passive
or active end-tracking motors, depending on their energetics. The ap-
pearance of proﬁlin expanded the options by forming a second
polymerizable substrate (i.e., Proﬁlin•Actin•ATP), while minimizing
the tendency of Actin•ATP to nucleate free-ended ﬁlament elongation
and/or to interfere with (−)-end disassembly. It is also worth noting
that nematodes rely on major sperm protein (MSP) to form ﬁlaments
that drive dynamic membrane protrusions, reminiscent of actin-based
motility. Intriguingly, MSP has no a nucleotide binding site, andMSP ﬁl-
aments are formed from symmetrical dimers, such that both ﬁlament
ends are equivalent [100]. To solve this paradox, we proposed that, un-
like ACmotors that exploit the hydrolysis of ﬁlament-bound ATP, active
MSP ﬁlament end-tracking is accomplished by a membrane-bound
mechanoenzyme that uses its own ATP-hydrolyzing capacity to drive
processive insertional polymerization [101]. Our model accounts for
experimental observation of persistent membrane attachment, an ATP-
dependence in cell extract experiments, processive elongation of MSP ﬁl-
ament ends at the membrane, depolymerization of free-ﬁlament ends
pointing away from themembrane, aswell as aMichaelis-Mentendepen-
dence of elongation rate on the concentration of non-MSP cytoplasmic
components.
Prior to the discovery of actoclampinmotors, facile in vitro assembly
of free-ended ﬁlaments left the false impression that free-ended ﬁla-
ments provide the propulsive forces needed for actin-based motility.
Proteins like VASP, N-WASP and formins were thought to promote nu-
cleation, thereby replenishing the supply of free-ended ﬁlaments need-
ed for Brownian Ratchets rather than forming end-trackingmotors that
execute the operations of authentic molecular motors. There was no
good explanation for why nM-afﬁnity (+)-end capping proteins failed
to arrest motility or why organelles remained associated with the ﬁla-
ments propelling them. How lamellipodia, ﬁlopodia, and endosomes
could operate simultaneously within the same subcellular compart-
ment was likewise an enigma. No one (except perhaps Uno Lindberg)
had entertained the idea that actin-based motility might involve
membrane-associated (+)-end tracking motors. Beyond the discovery
of the actoclampins, his and our efforts verify a biochemical axiom: if
you are searching for something that operates over and over again, al-
ways in precisely the same way, you should expect to ﬁnd an enzyme.Opining on enzyme mechanisms, the late Jeremy Knowles was fond of
saying that biochemical catalysis is not fundamentally different than
organochemical catalysis – just better! The same seems to be true of
mechanoenzymes. While Brownian Ratchets can certainly push an ob-
ject, they lack the elegance of molecularmotors. Given the considerable
energy expended on cell motility, efﬁciency isn't simply amatter of out-
put versus input; certainty of outcome is the truest measure of efﬁcien-
cy, one that demands molecular machines that can identify their cargo,
hold on to it, and deliver it where and when it is needed.
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